
Pearson’s Common Core Services help you prepare all students for college and careers. Emphasizing 
the relationship between the Common Core State Standards (CCSS), instruction, and next-generation 
performance-based assessments, we support your Common Core implementation through services 
that are cohesive, but flexible enough to be combined in unique and customized ways—creating the 
“just right” solution for schools, districts, and states.

Pearson’s 
Common Core Services
Transforming Instructional Practice 
to Improve Student Performance

Pearson’s Common Core Services are different:

• Experts who helped develop our 
services are authors of the Common 
Core State Standards. 

• Our successful experience in CCSS 
implementations plus the depth and 
range of our services and content 
ensure that we can meet you where 
you are in the implementation 
process.

• Local, certified education 
     consultants are highly skilled, 

experienced district leaders, 
principals, and master teachers ready 
to help you take the next step.

• On-site and blended delivery 
modalities help your team change 
instructional practices and work with 
your budget.

• We help you show more results by 
building capacity to independently 
sustain the effective implementation 
of  the Common Core. 
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We’ll Meet You Where You Are

No matter where you are in the process of  implementing the Common Core, we listen to your 
needs and then collaborate with you to help you achieve your goals. Our six service categories 
include face-to-face, job-embedded, and virtual offerings designed to provide just the right level 
of  support.
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You pick where to start. We’ll help you get there.



Changing Instructional Practice
Measuring Student Understanding and Developing Curriculum Models help your 
educators think differently about their practice, giving them the skills and tools to:

• use performance tasks as key indicators of  student progress toward college 
and career readiness,

• build capacity for engaging in ongoing curriculum development focused on 
student performance,

• implement lasting instructional change.

Monitoring Progress
We partner with you to monitor your Common Core implementation through a set of  
indicators built from the college and career readiness competencies and the Standards for 
Mathematical Practice. Our progress monitoring system is designed to deepen your CCSS 
implementation by building a shared understanding of  evidence of  effective practice.

Six Service Categories to Get You There

Planning Implementation. Partner with us to analyze your current instructional practices and 
infrastructures, using our tools and resources, and then collaboratively develop recommendations 
and timelines for customized training and the implementation of  initiatives.

Building Knowledge & Skills. Develop a thorough understanding of  the Common Core and its 
impact on instructional practices through our extensive professional development offerings, 
covering such topics as text complexity, increasing rigor, performance-based assessment, and 
instructional leadership.

Measuring Student Understanding. Gain a deep understanding of  how to use performance tasks as 
the foundation for measuring ongoing student performance, and develop a shared understanding of  
the evidence of  performance that demonstrates mastery of  the standards.

Developing Curriculum Models. Increase the impact of  Measuring Student Understanding by 
learning how to plan CCSS-aligned instructional units and how to make the changes in teaching that 
enable students to demonstrate understanding and develop strong academic behaviors.

Implementing Instructional Change. Ensure the application of  professional knowledge through 
ongoing, job-embedded support for teacher workgroups engaged in designing CCSS-based 
curriculum and instruction.

Sustaining & Growing Capacity. Build and sustain internal capacity for enhancing and maintaining the 
success of  the CCSS implementation through our job-embedded support and collaborative services 
for leaders and teachers.
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Do It Yourself with Help (DIYWH)

Our Do It Yourself  with Help services—such as Capacity Builder Plus™ and facilitator training—
build capacity for implementing the Common Core effectively. These services enable you to lead 
the CCSS implementation work independently and sustain change over time. 

Achieving Schoolwide Implementation of the Common Core

Pearson provides an integrated suite of  intensive support services for implementing the 
Common Core for schools that need to build capacity in the areas of  achievement, leadership, 
student engagement, the effective use of  data, and/or school culture. Focused on preparing 
students for college and careers, these services have been crafted from the ground up to 
support the implementation of  the CCSS while building capacity for success across multiple 
areas of  school functioning.

Why Pearson?

• Services developed with guidance from a team of  experts well versed in the 
Common Core that includes architects and authors of  the standards as well as 
renowned industry experts in leadership and instructional-practice change

• Services that keep pace with the changing landscape created by the Common 
Core through Pearson’s engagement in current research in next-generation 
performance-based assessment, college and career readiness, and teacher 
effectiveness, as well as through our company-wide work in such areas as 
digital learning

• Expert field specialists who are lifelong educators, trained and certified content 
experts, and school leaders 

• 20 years of  successful experience in changing instructional practices and 
creating standards-based curriculum
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Contact us to learn more about our Common Core Services:

EMAIL: schoolimprovementus@pearson.com  |  CALL: 877.530.2716
VISIT: pearsonschoolimprovement.com

Dr. Karen Wixson      Dr. Sally Hampton    Dr. Jane Schielack     Dr. Francis Fennell   

       Phil Daro            Dr. Michael Fullan    Dr. Robert Marzano


